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Simulation of α-channeling in mirror machines

A. I. Zhmoginov, N. J. Fisch

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA

Abstract

Applying α-channeling techniques to mirror machines can significantly increase their effective

reactivity, thus making open configurations more advantageous for practical fusion. A large fraction

of α particle energy can be extracted using rf waves. Effects employed to cool α particles can also

in principle be used to heat the fusion ions; the possibility to design a configuration of rf waves

which could be used to perform both tasks is demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mirror machines and related open-trap devices have several advantages over tokamaks,

such as simplicity, high-β, and steady-state operation. Unfortunately, the prospects for fu-

sion based on these concepts are dimmed by their low Q-factor, the ratio of fusion power

produced to circulating power employed [1, 2]. Increasing the Q-factor could enhance sig-

nificantly the prospects of mirror fusion. By analogy with the alpha channeling effect in

tokamaks [3], α-channeling in mirror machines could be one such enhancement [4, 5]. Like

in tokamaks, the Q-factor of the mirror machine might be increased by channeling energy

by waves from α particles to fuel ions [6–8], and quickly removing fusion ash which takes up

valuable electric potential, thereby diminishing the number of confined fuel ions. Maintain-

ing ion and electron temperature disparities can be useful in mirror machines [9, 10], and

both the temperature disparities and the reducing of the fusion ash increase the effective

fusion reactivity much like in tokamaks [11]. The channeling of the alpha power in one

simple mirror configuration at ignition has been estimated [4] to increase potentially the

effective fusion reactivity by a factor of 2.8.

The α-channeling effect in a mirror machine might be implemented by arranging regions

with high-m azimuthally-propagating electrostatic waves in the ion-cyclotron range of fre-

quencies (like mode-converted ion Bernstein wave [12, 13]) along the device axis (see Fig.

1). The α particles that resonantly interact with such waves are restricted to thin paths in

the velocity-configuration space, or diffusion paths [3] (see Fig. 2). Previous calculations

[4, 5] of α particle diffusion along these paths assumed that the diffusion paths were of

vanishing thickness and only the asymptotic time behaviour of the particles was considered.

FIG. 1: Arrangement of regions (shown with grey bars) with high-n azimuthally propagating

radially-localized electrostatic waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Implementation of α-channeling in mirror machines. Configuration of

diffusion paths in the midplane energy space W‖ 0–W⊥ 0 used for α particle cooling; finite widths of

diffusion paths affect exit energy uncertainty and lead to an intersection of paths what isotropizes

diffusion tensor in a vicinity of a loss cone.

A finite width of the diffusion paths captures α particles within the full accessible range of

pitch-angles, which is helpful, but it makes uncertain the exit energy, since diffusion paths

can intersect. Besides depending on the average energy of the exiting α particles, the ef-

ficiency of α-channeling also depends on the particle extraction or channeling time. The

extraction time needs to be much smaller than the collisional energy relaxation time for

effective channeling.

In this work we numerically study the particle distribution function evolution in a mirror

machine of finite length under the influence of multiple rf regions. We consider the non-

ideal effects of finite diffusion time and intersection of diffusion paths. Although a strict

optimization was not performed, the possibility to extract more than 60% of energy of

resonant α particles in a practical system design is simulated. It is also shown that wave-

particle interactions can be used to couple energy extraction from α particles with the plasma

injection accompanied by heating of fuel ions.

The paper is organized as follows: In the Sec. II we describe the single particle motion.

Sec. III describes the particle distribution function evolution. Sec. IV introduces the

computational method used for the numerical simulations of α-channeling described in Sec.

V. Sec. VI discusses hot fuel ion pump-out by rf regions employed for α-channeling. Sec.
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VII summarizes our conclusions. Appendix A describes analytical estimates for diffusion

path characteristics.

II. SINGLE PARTICLE MOTION

The single particle motion in the simple mirror machine under the influence of rf fields

can be described by coupled position-velocity diffusion in midplane coordinates [4]. To

calculate the finite diffusion time effects, however, the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient

enters importantly; following [14–16] we rederive the diffusion coefficient along those paths.

Consider an axially symmetric magnetic mirror trap with a system of localized rf regions

located along the device axis. Suppose that the radial size of the system is much smaller

than its longitudinal scale length L, so that a paraxial approximation for the magnetic field

can be used: B = rB′
z(z)/2+Bz(z)ẑ. Electrostatic waves localized in layers zi < z < zi + li

of width li thin compared to the device size L, propagate longitudinally and azimuthally. In

each layer the wave is described by the scalar potential ϕi = ϕi
0(r, z) cos(−ωit + ki

zz + miψ)

where i is a layer number, ψ is an azimuthal angle and ẑ is an axis directed along the axis

of symmetry of the system.

The motion of a charged particle in the rf region is governed by equation: mv̇ = ec−1 v×

B + qϕ0k sin(−ω0t + kzz + mψ), where k⊥ = ψ̂m/r. Renormalizing time τ = tΩ0 and

gyrofrequency Ω = eB/(mcΩ0) to the midplane (z = 0) gyrofrequency Ω0 and magnetic

field b = B/B0 to the midplane magnetic field B0, we obtain an equation for renormalized

velocity u = v/Ω0:
du

dτ
= u× b + kf0 sin(−ωτ + kzz + mψ), (1)

where ω = ω0/Ω0 and f0 = qϕ0/mΩ2
0.

Suppose that a particle is close to the axis, r # L, yet r $ ρ. Suppose also that there

can be just a single resonance on the whole length of the rf region; then the particle motion

can be approximately described by [17–19]:

dδ

dz
≈ −f0kz

u‖ 0
Jlr(mρ/r) sin(φ + lrα0) +

df0/dz

u‖ 0
Jlr(mρ/r) cos(φ + lrα0), (2)

dφ

dz
= (ω − kzu‖ 0 − lrΩ)/u‖ 0 − (ω − lrΩ)δ/u2

‖ 0, (3)

dE/dδ ≈ ω/kz, (4)
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dr

dE
≈ − m

rωΩ
, or

dr2

dE
≈ −2m

ωΩ
, (5)

where δ = u‖ − u‖ 0 is a small parallel velocity perturbation, E = u2/2, u2
⊥ = u2 − u2

‖,

ρ = u⊥/b, α0 is the initial gyroangle, lr is a resonance number and u‖ 0 is an unperturbed

parallel velocity equal to
√

2E − 2µb(z).

Eqs. (2-5) describe single particle motion within each rf region. Typically, each particle

bounce results in a random excursion along the diffusion path given by Eqs. (4) and (5) and

proportional to δ. Eqs. (4) and (5) show that the diffusion path intersects the axis W 0
⊥ = 0

at W 0
‖ = (ω − lΩ)2/k2

z and that the slope of the path is

W 0
⊥/W 0

‖ ≈
1 + (1− lΩ/ω)

(b− 1)− (1− lΩ/ω)
≈ (b− 1)−1,

as used in Ref. [4]. The diffusion coefficient describing the particle random walk follows

from Eq. (2), consistent with Refs. [14–16]:

DE = ∆E2/∆τbnc ∼ f 2
0 (r)

√
bEJ2

l (ρbE/r), (6)

where ∆τbnc = 2πL/u⊥ stands for particle bounce time. Interestingly, the diffusion coeffi-

cient reaches zero in an infinite number of points along the diffusion path. The zeroes of the

diffusion coefficient can be important because they limit the diffusive particle heating.

III. PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION EVOLUTION

To describe the distribution function evolution for stochastically moving particles we use

a Monte-Carlo algorithm. Neglecting the dependence of k⊥ ≈ (m/r0)(1 − ∆r/r0) on the

radial particle excursion ∆r, for each passage of the particle through some rf region, the

midplane velocity and time increments are calculated as

un+1 = un + f + d̂ w, (7)

τn+1 = τn + ∆τ(u), (8)

where f = 〈∆u〉 and d̂ = 〈∆u ∆u〉 are calculated using Eq. (1) and can be visualized

with help of diffusion diagrams (see Fig. 3); ∆τ is the time the particle spent within the rf

field and w is a two-dimensional random vector, such that 〈wi〉 = 0 and 〈w2
i 〉 = 1. Since

diffusion occurs essentially along a 1-D path, it can be visualized as a vector field in which the
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Diffusion diagram for the arrangement of paths shown on Fig. 2. Arrows

indicate the direction of the strongest diffusion, color stands for corresponding diffusion coefficient.

The area with largest D is influenced by several diffusion paths.

direction of the vector is taken along the path and the magnitude of the vector is taken to be

the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient. In principle, particles with regular orbits can be

accounted for by setting d̂ and f to 0. Strictly speaking, the time ∆τ in Eq. (8) has a random

component too, yet it only contributes a small correction of order (d/u)(Lwl/Lsys) to the

total time, where Lwl is the total length of all wave regions and Lsys is the full mirror length.

The change of k⊥ seen by a particle moving along the diffusion path can be accounted for

semi-analytically by keeping track of the particle radial displacement ∆r2 ∼ −2m(ωΩ)−1∆E

and scaling the particle energy excursion according to ∆En ∼ f0(r)Jlr(mρ/r).

Assuming that the average velocity increments (7) are much smaller than the character-

istic velocity scales of the particle distribution function, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as an Itô

Stochastic Differential Equation [20]:

u(τn + ∆τ) = u(τn) + F (u(τn))
∆τ

τbnc
+ D̂(u(τn))w̃(∆τ/τbnc)

where F = 〈∆ubnc〉 and D̂ = 〈∆ubnc∆ubnc〉 represent averages of the velocity change

on a bounce time τbnc(u), and w̃ being a two-dimensional Wiener process. The particle

distribution evolution can then be described by the Itô Fokker-Planck equation:

∂p

∂τ
= −

∑

i

∂

∂ui

(
Fip

τbnc

)
+

1

2

∑

i,j

∂2

∂ui∂uj

[
p

τbnc

(
D̂D̂

T
)

ij

]
, (9)

where p(u, t) is the particle distribution function in the 2-D midplane velocity space. This

model does not account for particle collisions. Our assumption is that collisions may be
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TABLE I: Dependencies nloss(t) and E(t) for resonant particles calculated using both random-walk

equations and exact 6D particle motion Eq. (1).

t, ms 3 6 12 25 50

nloss walk/exact,% 7.5 / 9.0 25.6 / 29.4 48.3 / 49.7 69.2 / 74.3 83.3 / 86.3

Ewalk/exact, MeV 3.45 / 3.40 3.19 / 3.13 2.92 / 2.85 2.59 / 2.38 2.23 / 2.04

neglected since the collision frequency is much smaller than the characteristic inverse time

scale in the regimes of interest. Note that this analysis assumes that particles are well-

described by diffusion equations. More generally, the particle motion in a mirror machine

geometry in the presence of rf waves can be treated by examining the Poincore map as

particles cross the central cross-section, wherein both stochastic regions and invariant tori

can be distinguished [21–25]. However, here we simply assume that the preponderance of

particles are in fact stochastic, either because of a variety of practical aspects: the nonlinear

wave effects [26, 27], a small number of collisions, or wave incoherence.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Describing the particle motion as a random walk process is a major computational sim-

plification. To verify that a simulation based on Eqs. (7) and (8) describes the particle

distribution function evolution adequately, even assuming wave coherence and even in the

absence of collisions, we compared our Monte-Carlo results with the exact solution of Eq.

(1). The number of particles which left the system nloss, the average energy of all particles

E (including those escaped), and the characteristic shape of the particle distribution were

compared for different times t for resonant particles diffusing along a single path. The good

agreement shown in Table I between dependencies obtained using Monte-Carlo and Eq. (1)

suggests that the random walk process can be used to describe adequately the particle dis-

tribution evolution. Nonetheless, in order to verify our other results, exact solutions for

small number of particles were tracked in all further simulations.

The approximate Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) can be used to estimate resonant particle diffusion

tensor d̂ and determine characteristic parameters of the diffusion paths. These approxima-

tions will be most precise for short times; large deviations in particle distribution evolution
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are expected when long-time dynamics in a system with several rf waves is considered.

The rf region parameters are chosen using estimates outlined in Appendix A. First, the

inner radial profile boundary r0 and ion-cyclotron resonance number lr are picked. The

designed diffusion path slope defines b at the rf region location and the azimuthal wave

number m is chosen to optimize the diffusion coefficient distribution along the path DE ∼
√

EJ2
lr(mρ/r). The designed path width defines k‖ through Eq. (A-4). Even though the

diffusion path width should be smaller for more effective α-channeling, it can not be chosen

arbitrarily small, being limited by Eq. (A-4) and condition k‖ # ω/u‖ res which is necessary

for small particle parallel velocity perturbation. The wave frequency ω is chosen to select

a certain resonant parallel velocity u‖ res = (ω − lrΩ)/k‖ and the rf region length is picked

to be smaller than lres defined by Eq. (A-3) and smaller than k‖u‖/(b′L) to avoid resonance

with particles reflected inside the wave.

The number of rf regions in the system is limited by the requirement to capture α particles

within a whole accessable range of pitch angles and by the length of the system. The

amplitudes of the rf regions determine the α particle diffusion rate. There are also limitations

imposed on these amplitudes. The waves of course are derived under the condition that

eϕ # kT so that the perturbation of plasma density is small, i. e., n ≈ n0 exp(−eϕ/kT ).

A more stringent limitation arises from the effect on the fuel ions; as discussed in Sec. VI,

using high-amplitude rf waves can lead to fuel ion pump-out even if the interaction is non-

resonant. Thus, for intersecting multiple waves, the fuel ion residence time may impose

additional limitations on practical rf wave amplitudes.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To explore computationally the feasibility of cooling down 3.5 MeV α particles, we var-

ied the diffusion paths in the midplane energy space. The configuration consisted of thin

diffusion paths with the same resonant velocity, but different slopes in W‖−W⊥ space (Fig.

2). Diffusion paths with various slopes were used to diffuse α particles within a wide range

of pitch-angles. The choice of resonant velocity was based on avoiding expulsion of fuel ions

and maximizing the extracted energy for the α particles.

For efficient α-channeling, α particle heating along the diffusion path should be limited.

The issue with unlimited heating is not that the particle gains unlimited energy; rather the
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Diffusion paths in the coupled configuration-energy space in two regimes:

(a) r! ∼ rc with limitation at low wave radial profile boundary r0 and (b) r! # rc with limitation

at k⊥ρ ≈ mα
√

E/r = z1, where z1 stands for first zero of Jl(z) and α is a constant depending on

b(z).

issue that in the finite time scale associated with its collisional slowing down, the α particle

is not extracted. A limitation can be imposed through the radial particle excursion r! > 0,

that is coupled to energy excursion ∆E. Suppose the α particles are born in a hot device

center of radius rc. If r! ! rc, the limitation of α particle penetration into the device

center is caused by approaching lower wave radial profile boundary r0 (see Fig. 4a). When

r! # rc, the majority of α particles can be heated to very high energies while remaining

in the rf region (see Fig. 4b). The effects which can limit heating in this case include:

(a) the vanishing of diffusion coefficient DE ∼
√

EJ2
l (mρ/r); (b) leaving the resonance

ω − k‖u‖ − lΩ ≈ 0 when a change of the particle energy ∆E leads to a significant parallel

velocity change ∆u‖ ∼ (k‖/ω)∆E.

We simulated two device designs. In both designs, the magnetic field was 2 T at the

midplane with parabolic axial profile b = 1 + z2/L2, and with mirror ratio R = 5; in

the longer design, L was taken as 20 m and in the smaller, as 10 m. Eight waves with

longitudinal wave profile |E(z)| ∼ E0 sin[π(z − zi)/li], E0 ∼ 200 to 300 kV/m, r0 ∼ 1 m,

m ∼ 40 to 70 and k‖ ∼ 0.04 to 0.1 cm−1 were placed along the system axis. These waves

perturbed the density of 20 keV plasma by less than 5%. Because the effective resonance

layer length lres defined by Eq. (A-3) is proportional to
√

L, increasing the length of the

system and choosing li ≈ lres, while keeping other wave parameters unchanged, results not

only in enhanced particle diffusion, but also in smaller diffusion path widths defined by Eq.

9



TABLE II: Numerical simulation results for both device designs. Here nloss is the amount of α

particles initially resonant with waves (approximately 70% of all trapped α particles interacting

with waves) that leave the system in time t, E is the average particle energy for both left particles

and particles remaining in the system, Eloss is an average energy of the exiting particles.

t, ms 10 25 50 100 150 300

L = 10m, Bessel zero limitation

nloss,% 22.0 32.2 42.2 51.4 56.6 65.1

E, MeV 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.5

Eloss, MeV 1.06 0.99 0.94 0.88 0.85 0.85

L = 20m, Bessel zero limitation

nloss,% 24.1 35.6 46.7 56.7 62.3 72.0

E, MeV 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1

Eloss, MeV 0.91 0.88 0.84 0.75 0.76 0.77

L = 20m, radial limitation

nloss,% 31.1 53.3 66.7 71.1 75.5 80.2

E, MeV 2.7 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.8 1.6

Eloss, MeV 0.96 0.84 0.76 0.63 0.6 0.55

(A-4). Therefore, to avoid diffusion paths near u = 0, larger resonant velocities were chosen

in the system with L = 10 m; this resulted in higher average output α particle energy and

smaller α-channeling efficiency (see Table II).

The numerical simulations in the longer device were conducted for two regimes (see Table

2): (a) r! # rc with limitation by a zero of a Bessel function and (b) “radially limited” paths

when r! ! rc. In the system with paths limited by zeros of Bessel functions, particles left

the device slowly because the diffusion coefficient never vanishes exactly on the path. Some

particles passed the point where DE ≈ 0, becoming trapped above it. The average particle

energy over long times was also found to be higher because particles trapped over DE ≈ 0

could be heated to rather high energies. Further numerical simulations of α-channeling in

the longer device confirmed the possibility to extract more than 60% of energy of resonant

α particles in 300 ms. These simulations employed waves that perturb the plasma density
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Diagram representing dependence of channeling time (small circle) and

average output energy (large circle) of alpha particles on their initial pitch angle. Darker colors

stand for larger values.

by less than 5%. Fig. 5 shows the dependence on the initial particle pitch angle of the

average output energy and the number of particles leaving the system in a given time. It

was observed that particles near the loss cone boundary tend to leave the system quicker,

but with higher values of output energy, than do the more deeply trapped particles. Also,

most of α particles leave the system on a time scale much less than the characteristic time

of the α particle collisional slowing down, that is, of order of a second, confirming that the

collisionless equations describe the particle density evolution adequately.

In order to affect primarily the particle perpendicular energy and to couple large radial

diffusion to the energy diffusion, waves with finite azimuthal wave numbers are necessary.

Low azimuthal wave number waves in ion-cyclotron range of frequencies have been coupled

into mirrors [28–34]. The excitation of the higher azimuthal wave number waves required

for effective α-channeling might be achieved through mode conversion.

For a system with several rf regions with amplitudes E0 ∼ 250 kV/m, α particles leave

the system quickly. For lower wave amplitudes, many rf regions would be needed to retain

the short exit times. Thus, by decreasing wave amplitudes and increasing the number of rf

regions and the device volume they affect, it is possible to retain the overall wave energy and

α-channeling efficiency. Additional techniques for increasing α-channeling efficiency for fixed

wave amplitudes include: use of higher cyclotron resonances, but lower resonant velocities;
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and waves with higher azimuthal wave numbers. The wave parallel resonant velocity, which

determines the maximum possible energy extracted from α particles (see Fig. 2), must

be chosen to avoid resonant interaction with fuel ions. As discussed in Sec. 6, higher ion-

cyclotron resonances diminish the characteristic ion diffusion rate, allowing a smaller wave

parallel resonant velocity, thus improving the α-channeling efficiency. A second technique is

to decrease α-channeling time by improving α particle heating limitation along the diffusion

path, using waves with higher azimuthal wave numbers. While the azimuthal wave number

is increasing, the point where DE ≈ 0 moves towards the origin along the diffusion path.

Once the zero of DE passes E0 = 3.5 MeV, the α particle extraction is nearly stopped. To

avoid vanishing of DE along the diffusion path, two almost identical decorrelated rf regions

with large, but different azimuthal wave numbers might be employed.

Simulations for the system of 8 high-m rf regions with l = 3 and E0 ∼ 150 kV/m showed

that more than 60% of energy of all resonant α particles could be extracted in 300 ms. The

same α-channeling efficiency was simulated for 16 waves with E0 ∼ 100 kV/m. Extrapolating

these results, the same efficiency is expected for a system of 40 rf regions with E0 ∼ 60 kV/m

and 60 rf regions with E0 ∼ 50 kV/m. Any further increase of the number of rf regions is

limited by the length of the device.

The injection of plasma in mirror machines for fueling can also be approached using rf

waves [15, 35]. In simulating fuel injection and heating with the same waves used also for α

particle energy extraction, two system designs were considered.

In the first configuration, a high-density ion source of cold fuel ions was located near the

trapped-passing boundary. Since the diffusion paths connect particles on the loss cone near

the cold device periphery with deeply trapped particles in the hot center (see Fig. 6a), this

results in a population inversion along the path for both ions and α particles [4]. An ion

injected on the path passes through the whole device, interacting with all rf regions situated

along its length. The velocity excursion, upon interaction with the resonant wave, can cause

it to either become more deeply trapped, or to leave the device. If the ion stays in the device

after a single pass, the process repeats until the particle leaves through the loss cone or until

it gains substantial energy and fuses. The ion injection at the loss cone is most efficient if

the source energy consumption is small compared to the energy of heated fuel ions. This

is achievable when the energy of injected, but detrapped, particles is recycled. A possible

method might be to use an electrostatic particle traps at both ends of the device (see Fig.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Configuration used for ion injection with the source located on the loss cone:

(a) diffusion paths in the midplane energy space, ion velocity excursions are shown schematically

with gray circles; (b) proposed device design; three ion trajectories are shown: trajectories of

the ion with velocity above the loss cone, trapped in the smaller volume between the mirror and

the electrostatic barrier (smaller solid ellipse) and between the magnetic mirrors (dashed ellipse);

trajectory of the ion below the loss cone, passing through the whole device and being reflected

from the electrostatic barriers (larger solid ellipse).

6b). A cold ion trapped in the smaller region between the magnetic mirror and electrostatic

potential barrier may penetrate into the central plug with velocity slightly above the loss

cone. If the low-energy particle is not trapped or if it detraps after some period of time, it

gets reflected by the electrostatic potential, thus retaining its energy and having a chance

to be trapped again.

In the second configuration, ions were injected above the loss cone and diffused along the

path limited below the injection point (see Fig. 7a), in order to trap and heat the majority

of the injected ions while still extracting α particles.

The possibility to heat fuel ions, transporting them deeper into the mirror machine, and

yet cool α particles along the same diffusion path was demonstrated in simulations for both

device designs. The characteristic time of ion diffusion along the path was found to be

approximately equal to 300 ms. Numerical simulations for configuration with ion injection

over the loss cone showed that the average energy of injected ions increased from 20 keV to

80 keV in 100 ms, while only approximately 3% of them escaped the device following other

diffusion paths. The loss of the average α particle energy on the same time scale exceeded

400 keV. The time over which half of the injected ions left the device was found to exceed
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Arrangement of diffusion paths allowing to heat ions by the same wave which

is used to cool down α particles: (a) diffusion paths in the midplane energy space; (b) diffusion

paths in the coupled configuration-energy space, injected ions are limited at r = r1, α particles

and trapped fuel ions with r > r0 escape the system through the loss cone.

1 s.

Despite these promising simulation results, both of the ion injection schemes have cer-

tain shortcomings. In both designs, the injected ions can be overheated, reaching energies

up to 1.7 MeV. This would not only lower the effective DT fusion reaction cross section

relative to its maximum value at E ∼ 70 keV, but also not optimally employ the rf wave

energy. Collisions and other collisionless effects not considered here might, however, limit

the heating. Utilization of high-density ion source and trapping escaped ions in the first

configuration also imposes additional engineering challenges. The shortcoming of the sec-

ond injection scheme is the possible interaction of employed rf waves with the trapped fuel

ions (see Fig. 7b). However, a wave with k‖ = k‖(r) with a larger resonant parallel velocity

near the center, might avoid this interaction.

VI. ION EJECTION BY RF WAVES

One of the major concerns in coupling waves in the ion-cyclotron range of frequencies

into mirror machine plasmas is the fuel ion pump-out [36–39]. In Ref. [39], for instance, an

increase of ion loss rate was found to correlate with emergence of Alfvén ion cyclotron wave,

whose diffusion path connected ions with large pitch angles with the loss cone boundary.

Despite using non-resonant rf waves in the present study, the numerical simulations of the
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fuel ion distribution evolution in the first device design, discussed in Sec. V with L = 20 m,

showed that the ion lifetime was approximately equal to 50 ms, corresponding to several

hundred bounces in the device. Note that even though the number of bounces is close

to those obtained in early works on rf plasma pump-out by DCLC instability [37], in our

simulations waves with 100 times larger amplitudes were employed. This smaller pump-out

is due to the fact that although nonresonant diffusion takes place, it is much less effective

then diffusion by resonant waves.

The characteristic ion velocity excursion in a single pass through the rf region depends

on the amplitude of the resonant longitudinal wave harmonic with k‖ ≈ (ω − lΩ)/u‖. The

parallel resonance velocities of the diffusion paths were chosen to exceed the fuel ion thermal

velocity, thereby avoiding such resonances. However, the longitudinal spectrum of the wave

with profile |E(z)| ∼ E0 sin[π(z − zi)/li] had long ∼ 1/k2
‖ tails, resulting in a relatively

low ion confinement time. To avoid the long tails, smooth wave profiles with an exponen-

tially decaying spectrum were used and numerically verified to allow better ion confinement,

reaching 200 ms. Any further increase of ion time of life by increasing k‖li, thus making

the wave spectrum narrower, is limited by the magnetic field gradients, which broaden the

resonance. If at some point z = z0 of the rf region, the resonance condition is satisfied for

α particles, then ω − k‖u‖! − lΩ ≈ 0, and at the point z = z0 + ∆z = z0 + k‖u‖!/(lΩ′), the

resonance condition is satisfied for cold ions, thus limiting the rf region length by li # ∆z.

Besides diminishing ion ejection by using non-resonant rf waves, ion ejection can also

be avoided by making the diffusion coefficient for ions vanishingly small near the point

where the ions would be ejected, i. e. at low energy, where k⊥ρi < 1. If k⊥ρi∼< 1, where

ρi is a characteristic ion gyroradius, ion energy diffusion coefficient DE ∼
√

EJ2
l (k⊥ρi) ∼

√
E(k⊥ρi)2l can be diminished by using higher cyclotron resonances. The use of waves with

l = 3 to 5 was shown numerically to further increase ion time of life to several seconds, while

retaining the α-channeling efficiency.

The use of the rf waves for injecting the fuel ions and heating those ions is only one of

the possible dual uses for the waves that accomplish the α-channeling. Other uses might

be to create transport barriers [40] or to maintain a sloshing ion distribusion [41]. In either

case, if the rf waves are amplified by cooling the α particles, the energy requirement to

achieve these uses becomes small. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to suggest

specific waves to accomplish these effects, it is anticipated that the effect would would best
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be accomplished by making use of a lightly damped mode in the ion cyclotron range of

frequencies [31, 42, 43].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A multidimensional parameter space, comprised of parameters describing system geome-

try and individual rf regions, was considered in simulating the α-channeling effect in a simple

mirror. For suitable parameter choices, more than 60% of energy of all resonant trapped

α particles can be extracted in 300 ms by 8 regions with rf waves, perturbing the plasma

density by less than 5%. The further increase of α-channeling efficiency in this configuration

is limited by several effects, including the length of the system (which affects α particle dif-

fusion rate aand diffusion path width) and wave amplitudes. The wave amplitude is limited

by both nonlinear effects and the ion pump-out effect [36, 37]. By employing several rf re-

gions, waves with smooth profiles and higher cyclotron resonances, we showed that trapped

fuel ions are not untrapped (collisionlessly) for seconds, while the α particles are extracted

in a fraction of a second. To decrease further the rf wave amplitudes while retaining the

α-channeling efficiency, several complementary techniques were suggested. More numerous

rf regions are helpful; using 40 waves with E0 ∼ 60 keV/m should give a high α-channeling

efficiency.

We also simulated how ions, injected at the device periphery, can be heated by the same

wave which was used to cool down α particles. Two ion injection techniques were proposed.

In the first scheme, the ion heating is accomplished by placing a high-density ion source at

the trapped-passing boundary and introducing a diffusion path connecting particles on the

loss cone at the cold device periphery with the deeply trapped particles in the hot center. In

the second scheme, ions are injected above the loss cone and then heated along the diffusion

path, but the wave diffusion is small between the injection point and the trapped-passing

boundary. Both schemes have similar characteristic ion heating times and accessible ion

temperatures, but their implementations impose different engineering challenges.
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTICAL ESTIMATES FOR DIFFUSION PATH CHAR-

ACTERISTICS

In this appendix we show that Eqs. (2) and (3) can be treated analytically in two

opposite regimes of strong and weak magnetic field inhomogeneity. We derive characteristic

properties of wave-particle interaction which were used to design a system of rf regions in

the first case and discuss application of separatrix crossing theory [44, 45] in the opposite

regime referring to Refs. [46–48], where particle interaction with only a finite band-width

wave was considered.

Eqs. (2) and (3) can be rewritten in a Hamiltonian form:

H =
(ω − kzu‖ − lrΩ(z))δ

u‖
− (ω − lrΩ(z))δ2

2u2
‖

− f0kz

u‖
Jlr(mρ/r) cos(φ + lrα0)−

− f ′0(z)

u‖
Jlr(mρ/r) sin(φ + lrα0) = aδ2 + bδ + c cos(φ + φ0), (A-1)

where δ is a canonical momentum, φ is a canonical coordinate, z is a canonical time; Ω(z),

u‖, f0 and f ′0 are treated as independent slow-varying parameters.

System dynamics governed by this Hamiltonian has two “time” scales: (a) scale zbnc associ-

ated with a particle bounce motion in a homogeneous magnetic field and (b) scale zinhom of

explicit dependence of the Hamiltonian on the z coordinate. The analytical treatment can

be simplified when a fraction of these two scales ν defined as

ν =
zbnc

zinhom
=

lΩ′u‖
2πk2

‖f0Jlr(mρ/r)

is much greater or much smaller than unity.

When ν $ 1 one can neglect the term proportional to δ in Eq. (3), omitting nonlinear

phase corrections. Particle velocity perturbation change is then given by

∆δ ≈ −
∫

f0(z)kzJl(mρ/r)

u0
‖

· sin
(∫ ω − kzu0

‖ − lrΩ

u0
‖

dz + lrα

)
dz. (A-2)
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Consider a single rf region of a width li # L. Wave-particle resonance occurs in a resonance

layer located in a vicinity of z = zres given by ω−kzu0
‖(zres)− lrΩ(zres) = 0. Resonance layer

width in a configuration space lres can be obtained from Eq. (A-2):

lres ∼
√

u‖
Ω′|χ| , (A-3)

where χ = (lr − ω/Ω)(u2
⊥/2u2

‖ − 1) − lr. A range of resonant parallel velocities defining

diffusion path width in the midplane velocity space is proportional to the difference of

magnetic field magnitudes on both sides of the rf region extended by size lres:

∆ures ∼
lrΩ′(li + lres)

kz
. (A-4)

This expression and the definition of lres suggest that the increase of rf region width over

lres increases the range of resonant velocities ∆ures, but does not lead to an increase of a

wave-particle energy exchange.

When ν # 1 and li # zbnc, Eq. (A-2) can still be used to describe resonant particle

interaction. However, when li ! zbnc, trapping and detrapping effects become essential [46–

48]. The trapping width [49] ∆utrap ∼
√

f0Jl(k⊥ρ) defines the characteristic width of the

diffusion path in this regime. The particle velocity change after the passage of the rf region

can be estimated by considering adiabatic invariant conservation [50] in both trapped and

passing areas of the phase space:

Jpassing = −πb

a
±

2"∫

0

ξ dφ = 〈δ〉# ≈ const,

Jtrapped =

#max∫

#min

ξ dφ ≈ const,

where ξ =
√

b2 + 4aE − 4ac cos(φ + φ0) and signs depend on the chosen sheaf of the phase

space, φmin and φmax are the minimal and maximal phases for which the integrand turns to

zero and 〈·〉# stands for average over the wave phase.

The particle velocity perturbation evolution in the rf region with smooth profile can be

broken into three stages during which adiabatic invariant is approximately conserved: before

the trapping, trapping in the wave (if it occurs) and the passing motion after the trapping.

If the particle is not trapped in the wave, final value of δ is the same as the initial value
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because 〈δ〉# changes when the particle is trapped only. If the particle is trapped in the

wave at some point z = zt, depending on parameters and initial particle phase, it can either

be reflected from the wave or pass it, untrapping at z = zu with δ = δ+ = (−b + ξ)/2a or

δ = δ− = (−b−ξ)/2a, where a, b, c and E are calculated at zu. It is possible by analogy with

Refs. [46–48] to estimate the fractions of reflected and passing particles and the particles

detrapping with δ = δ+ and δ = δ−.

For the magnetic field profiles and rf region parameters employed in the discussed numer-

ical simulations χ was much greater than 1 and thus all the diffusion path characteristics

were given by Eqs. (6), (A-3), and (A-4). However, while the detailed calculation of 〈∆δ〉

and 〈∆δ2〉 in the regime χ # 1 lies beyond the scope of this paper, the effect can be es-

timated by applying the technique discussed in Refs. [44, 45] to the Hamiltonian given by

Eq. (A-1).
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